NATURAL CLIMATE SOLUTIONS HEROES:
NATIVE PLANTS!
We’re facing unprecedented climate change due to
greenhouse gases
What can we do in our landscapes?
Virtually eliminate fossil fuel use
and

pull greenhouse gasses out of the atmosphere*
and

create resilient landscapes
These are

NATURAL CLIMATE SOLUTIONS
And Native Plants excel at all of these!

*

Sequestering carbon is pulling carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere
and holding it in plants and the soil

Carbon as a resource, not just a problem!

Courtesy of Elizabeth Black. Here is a link to her handout on Soil Sequestration of Carbon:

In agriculture, it is being done through Regenerative Farming: organic
no-till agriculture.

So - we’ll plant trees?
Yes, but prairies are just as important:
The combined C (carbon) losses from tall-, mixed-, and shortgrass prairies likely
released nearly 5 Pg (pentagrams) of C, a magnitude roughly similar to the C losses
associated with the deforestation of the Brazilian Amazon rainforest (Houghton et
al. 2000). Between 1870 and 1900, land conversion in Great Plains tallgrass prairie
−1

states averaged 1.8 to 2.1 million ha yr , resulting in emissions of roughly 0.1 Pg C
−1

yr . Similar rates of deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon have taken place over
−1

the past 30 years, resulting in the release of 0.1 to 0.3 Pg C yr

Prairie ecosystems and the carbon problem;Thomas H DeLuca;Catherine A Zabinski; Frontiers in Ecology
and the Environment;15 March 2011

My yard is so small….how can it matter?
There are approximately 40 million acres of lawns in the United States:
• Ten times more than the acreage in certified organic farms
• Three times more than irrigated corn (most corn is not
irrigated)
• Half of the land in un-irrigated corn
In the City of Boulder there are 30,000 acres of permeable surface, presumably
landscapes, and about 15,000 acres of that is single family home landscapes.
This is roughly equal to the agricultural land owned by City of Boulder Open
Space

Homegrown National Park:

The most eﬀective thing we can do to save wildlife as they loose their native habitat,
and climate change aﬀects their range and seasonal life, is to
TRANSFORM OUR HOME LANDSCAPES INTO HABITAT

If half of every lawn was converted to native plant communities, it would be more than 20 million acres,
which is greater than the combined area of the following National Parks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Everglades
Yellowstone
Yosemite
Grand Teton
Canyonlands
Mount Rainier
North Cascades

•
•
•
•
•
•

Badlands
Olympic
Sequoia
Grand Canyon
Denali
Great Smoky Mountains

Our Home Landscapes Matter

+

Natural Climate Solutions
= CSL

Climate Solution Landscaping
Carbon Sequestering Landscapes
Cost Saving Landscapes
?

HOW DO WE DO THIS?

• Reduce Production of Greenhouse Gasses
• Reduce Fossil Fuel use
• Keep organic materials out of landfills
• Sequester Carbon
• And as we do this we also help create landscapes that are more
resilient to climate change and will help wildlife survive!

And here our native prairie (and steppe) plants are heroes!
They help us sequester carbon:
• In their roots and tops
• In the soil
• By creating many layered ecosystems
• By creating a landscape that does not need fossil fuels to be
maintained
• By creating a landscape that conserves fossil fuel use by buildings
• By cleaning the air and water

Reduce Fossil Fuel Use: Landscape Care

• Reduce or eliminate lawn mower and blower use
•
•
•

Reduce your lawn area
Replace your lawn grass with a grass needing less mowing
Fertilize and water less

• Replace gas powered lawn mower and blower with electric mower and
renewable electricity
• Don’t use chemical fertilizers (which are also a significant source of water pollution)
• Use locally produced plants and materials (reduces fossil fuel use in transportation)
• Reduce water use (in California, moving water uses ~ 10% of total energy and produces ~ 10% of
greenhouse gas emissions)

Reduce Fossil Fuel Use: Landscape Installation
• Use locally produced plants and materials (reduces fossil fuel use in transportation)
• Use re-used and recycled materials
• Use materials that are re-usable and recyclable:
•
•

Flagstone or bricks instead of poured concrete
Drylaid sandstone stripstone or retaining wall concrete blocks instead of
mortared walls or poured concrete walls

• Use materials with low embodied energy – the energy it took to manufacture
•
•

Flagstone instead of concrete
Local recycled wood mulch instead of Redwood bark mulch from the northwest

• Design and install for reduced maintenance:
• Reduce lawn area to what will be actively used and enjoyed
• Group plants together with similar water and fertility requirements
• Use plants that are well adapted to our climate and soil : don’t need
supplemental water and fertilizer
• Plant densely to reduce weeds
• Use mulch as needed to cover bare soil until plants grow in

Reduce Fossil Fuel Use: By buildings
•

Use trees, tall shrubs and vines to shade homes, commercial
buildings and paving. This can dramatically reduce energy
used for cooling, and keep people cooler as the climate
warms

•

Don’t plant trees where they will block solar
access for PV panels and passive solar heating

•

Allow daylighting for buildings

•

Plant windbreaks for building energy conservation

NATIVE PLANTS CAN DO ALL OF THIS!

Keep Organic Material out of Landﬁlls
•

Organic materials are 60 -70% of the waste dumped in landﬁlls. This organic waste
produces methane and other greenhouse gases
• Methane only stays in the atmosphere around 8-12 years while carbon dioxide can
last for centuries. But methane has a big eﬀect in its short �me—methane is
responsible for 75% as much warming as carbon dioxide measured over any given
20 years (Watson, 2009). This means methane reduc�ons could have an immediate
beneﬁcial eﬀect on our climate, faster than comparable reduc�ons to CO2.
•

Organic waste can be transformed into
materials valuable for landscapes:
• Compost can be made from a wide
variety of organic waste:
• Food
• Fine textured landscape
debris: lawn clippings,
prunings, leaves…
• Paper
• And more…

•

Wood mulch can be made from tree
trimmings and construction wood waste

Soil Carbon Sequestration- a revolution in understanding soils
How do we sequester carbon in the soil?
How do we sequester carbon for a long time?
Carbon can be stored in the soil in at least two fundamental ways*:
Particulate Organic Matter – CHECKING ACCOUNT - Lightweight, partly
decomposed plants and fungi residues that are short lived. “
It turns over continuously and supports nutrient cycling but
requires regular deposits to stay vital”.
Mineral-associated Organic Matter – SAVINGS ACCOUNT - “…Largely
made of byproducts of the decomposition of
microbes that chemically bind to the minerals in the
soil. This type of matter is more resilient and able to
persist in the ground for centuries…It gets a
smaller fraction of deposits but is inherently more
stable
*Research by CSU Soil Scientist FrancescaCortrufo

Mineral-associated Organic Matteror the Liquid Carbon Cycle*

Healthy plants capture energy through photosynthesis, and direct much of this energy into
the soil in the form of root exudates. Somewhere between 85 to 90 percent of the nutrients
plants require for healthy growth are acquired via carbon exchange— that is, where plant root
exudates provide energy to microbes in order to obtain minerals and trace elements otherwise
unavailable. This microbial life also forms complex organic compounds, including
glomalin, a
long lived carbon sequestering molecule formed by soil fungi.

*Res ea rch by Aus tra l i a n Soi l Sci en�s t Chri s �ne Jones

How do we create long-lived soil carbon in our home landscapes?
We’re not sure……

Almost all research has been done in farming, with annual crops.
We can draw from this research to suggest:
• Don’t till your soil: This applies to vegetable gardens and any other garden beds.
Tilling destroys the soil fungi that are so important for long lived carbon
sequestration.
• Grow a variety of plants: The farming systems with healthy soil, leading to carbon
sequestration, have a wide diversity of plants growing together.
• Minimize soil compaction: Healthy soil needs air as much as water. Do everything
possible to avoid compacting your soil. Consider plowing or deep digging to
loosed your soil if you are landscaping compacted soil
• If you are starting a new landscape, consider planting cover crops before planting
your final landscape. This will bring life into the soil.
• Incorporate biochar into your soil: Biochar is a form of charcoal this is very longlived, lasting centuries. It is made by burning organic materials in a controlled
way, and is made in the Front Range. In addition to sequestering carbon, it holds
water and nutrients in the soil.

ALL OF THESE CAN HAPPEN IN A NATIVE PLANT LANDSCAPE!

Sequester Carbon in Plants!
Below Ground In Roots

… the perenni a l gra s s es tha t domi na te gra s s l a nds a re cha ra cteri zed by extens i ve ﬁbrous root s ys tems tha t o�
up 60 to 80 percent of the bi oma s s ca rbon i n thes e ecos ys tems . Thi s bel owground bi oma s s ma y extend s ever
meters bel ow the s urfa ce a nd contri bute a bunda nt ca rbon to s oi l s , res ul �ng i n deep, fer�l e s oi l s wi th hi gh o
ma �er content. Beca us e of thi s , s oi l ca rbon ma kes up a pproxi ma tel y 81 percent of tota l ecos ys tem ca rbon fo
1
gra s s l a nds

Most of the prairie’s carbon sequestra�on happens below ground, where prairie roots can dig into the
soil to depths up to 15 feet and more. Prairies can store much more carbon below ground than a forest
can store above ground, according to Dr. Cynthia A.Cambardella, a soil scien�st with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s Agricultural Research Service Na�onal Laboratory for Agriculture and the
Environment.2
1
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Open Spaces A Talk on the Wild Side.
Iowa: The Power of Prairies
June 27, 2011

Above Ground in Trunks, Branches and Leaves
Layers of plants

Thomas Rainer and Claudia West: “Gardening in a Post
-Wild World”
Also a permaculture strategy

Programs exist to calculate when a landscape becomes ‘Climate Positive ’:
Pathﬁnder: https://climatepositivedesign.com/pathﬁnder/

Conrad argued that, through climate sensi�ve design, landscape architects could be responsible
for the sequestra�on of as much as 0.24 gigatons of carbon over the next thirty years, enough to
place landscape architecture in the list of 80 solu�ons to climate change studied in Paul Hawken’s
Drawdown project.
And “if we were to include other work we do, like incorpora�ng green roofs into projects or
making ci�es more walkable andbikeable, that would put landscape architecture within the top
40 solu�ons.”

Native plant landscapes with healthy soil and diverse plantings are more
resilient and help us and wildlife
Native plants are very resilient – they can survive the extreme weather and droughts that shape this
landscape
Healthy soil, full of micro-organisms, creates a more resilient landscape:
• It can absorb water more quickly, reducing run-off and increasing water holding
• Plant roots can grow deeper, allowing plants to harvest water from a larger soil volume, which
results in less dependence on supplemental water
• Healthy soil provides more nutrients to plants, reducing or eliminating fertilization
• Healthy living soil cleans air and water, reducing pollution
Diverse landscapes, with a variety of plants (in layers), including many native plants, provide crucial habitat
for wildlife
Our landscapes can reduce the need to heat and cool our homes, making our homes more resilient as
climates become more extreme
Beautiful outdoor spaces increase our physical and mental health, helping us be resilient.

Native plants are inherently very resilient, but how we work with
them is crucial:

• Work with plants that are native to your bioregion, or a similar
bioregion
• Place plants in the microclimates that they are native to
• Buy plants that are grown in soil, not a light planting mix
• Buy plants that are grown without persistent herbicides and
insecticides
• Native plants must grow deep root systems to be healthy, resilient
and carbon sequestering!

• Our native plants are adapted to extended drought and do not need weekly
watering
• Water frequently after planting, but over months and years, increase the time
between waterings, and increase the watering time. This encourages the
plants to grow an extensive deep root system that allows the plants to be
weaned off of regular watering
• Drip irrigation is the best way to water native landscapes (unless you are
going to plant with the spring moisture and send them on their way with no
supplemental watering)
• We use 1 gph (gallons per hour) for shrubs and larger grasses and perennial
flowers, and a grid of .6-12 in-line soaker line for areas of smaller perennial
flowers, grasses and groundcovers. A standard watering schedule is:
•
•
•

Three times a week for an hour the first month
Twice a week for 1.5 hours the first year
Every 7-10 days for 2-3 hours the second year, depending on your soil, climate and
plants

•

Taper off regular watering over the next couple years until you are only watering
during extended periods of heat and drought

